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Outline
• Hazard, risk, public health risk, enterprise risk: intro and case studies
• How to use testing data to assess enterprise risks: from back of the envelope 

calculations to models



Hazard versus risk

• Hazard: Inherent property of an agent or situation having the potential 
to cause adverse effects when an organism, system, or (sub)population 
is exposed to that agent.

• Examples: Listeria monocytogenes; Presence of Listeria monocytogenes in 
the loading dock area

• Risk: The probability of an adverse effect in an organism, system, 
or(sub)population caused under specified circumstances by exposure to 
an agent.

• Examples: Consumption of a single serving of a food with 109 Listeria 
monocytogenes represents a 1:14,000 likelihood of causing neonatal death



Public Health Risk Metrics
• Risks of foodborne illness, risk of severe disease due to foodborne 

illness, QALY, DALYs
• Can be expressed on a per serving basis

• A food serving with 1 million L. monocytogenes has a 1 in 10 million 
chance of causing neonatal listeriosis if consumed by a pregnant 
women



USDA-FDA Listeria risk assessment



Public Health Risk Metrics
• Risks of foodborne illness, risk of severe disease due to foodborne 

illness, QALY, DALYs
• Can be expressed on a per serving basis

• Food serving with 1 million L. monocytogenes has a 1 in 10 million 
chance of causing neonatal listeriosis if consumed by a pregnant 
women

• Can be expressed on population basis
• Ready-to-Eat deli meats are estimated to be responsible for 1,600 

listeriosis cases per year in the US
• Ready-to-Eat deli meats are estimated to be responsible for  5.5 

listeriosis cases per million population





Public Health Risk Metrics
• Risks of foodborne illness, risk of severe disease due to foodborne illness

• Can be expressed on a per serving basis
• Can be expressed on population basis

• Ready-to-Eat deli meats are estimated to be responsible for 1,600 
listeriosis cases per year in the US

• Can be expressed on a per company basis
• Company X produces 10% of deli meat in the US  -> company X is 

estimated to be responsible for 160 listeriosis cases per year in 
the US??

• But company X is better than the average? How much?



Enterprise Food Safety Risk Metrics
• Financial risk due to food safety issues
• Risk of recall or likelihood of recall happening in a given year

• Multiply by cost of average recall 
• Risk of a recall is 1 in 10 years (how do I know that?); average cost of recall 

is $20 million = 2 million/year
• Risk of an outbreak linked to a company

• Facility X causes 4 listeriosis cases/year
• As 1 of 2 listeriosis cases are estimated to be reported, this means 2 

reported listeriosis cases/year
• All are the same subtype (by WGS)  over 3 - 4 years most likely an 

outbreak linked to a company
• All are different subtypes most likely not recognized as an outbreak



Enterprise Risks - conclusions
• This sounds hard
• And impossible to come up with a good quantitative estimate of enterprise 

risk
• At best this is gonna be a bunch of hand waving and guessing
• Can’t we just have a dashboard that says % of environmental Listeria positives 

in each of our facilities
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Classical food safety testing
• Presence of foodborne pathogens in (“qualitative testing”)

• Raw material
• Environment
• Finished product

• Quantitative pathogen testing 
• Qualitative and quantitative testing for indictor organisms 

Mainly provides information on hazard 
presence/absence or likelihood of hazard occurrence
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We got us a hazard – but what’s the risk?



The back of the envelope approach
• Given information

• Our current sampling program finds L. monocytogenes in 3 % of environmental samples
• 50% of L. monocytogenes we find are closely related by subtyping
• Chance of a visit by a regulatory agency where they collect 100 samples (“swab-a-thon”) 

is 20% (1 in 5 years)
• “back of the envelope” enterprise risk assessment

• Swab-a-thon has a 95% likelihood of a positive sample 
• Likelihood of follow-up investigation by a regulatory agency that find another positive 

that has the same subtype is about 47% 
• Estimated 9% risk of a recall in a given year (0.2 *0.95*0.47 = 0.089)
• Per industry studies, the average cost of a recall is estimated to be $10 million, with a 9% 

chance our company could have a recall in a given year, this could be seen as 
representing an annualized financial risk of $900,000.



The back of the envelope approach –
part 2
• Using this as a starting point, one can then estimate the risk reduction 

that can be achieved by an infrastructure improvement (e.g., reducing 
the frequency of positives from 3% to 1% or reducing the frequency of 
a persistent strain from 50% to 10%. 

• New risk of a recall in a given year is 0.5% (0.2 *0.54*0.05 = 0.005) as 
compared to 8% before

• $50,000 versus $900,000 financial exposure



How does one decide on the 
acceptable risk

• This is a decision for the risk manager(s)
• For public health there tends to be some guidance, e.g., De minimis risk: 

agreement in the EU on individual fatality risk of 10-6/year (1 in 1 million) for 
the general population

• For firms, this is a leadership decision
• Seems to often be made by gut feeling rather than numbers
• Different companies will have different risk tolerances, e.g., based on value 

of brand, desired brand reputation, etc.
• Need to consider both costs and benefits

• With small risks, the cost/impact of further reducing the risks can outweigh the benefits
Duijm, N. J. (2009). Acceptance criteria in Denmark and the E.U. 
environmental project report No. 1269. Copenhagen: Danish 
Environmental Protection Agency, Ministry of the Environment. 



How to move past “back of the envelope 
calculations”

• Use modelling-based approaches that are fed by testing as well as 
other data

• Weather data, temperature data, etc.

• Classical public heath-based risk assessment models need to be 
modified to assess enterprise risk

• Recall or outbreak risk (in addition or in stead of public health risk)

• Modelling tools include
• Classical risk models
• GIS models
• Agent-based models
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Recall risk assuming a lot with 4% Lm prevalence is sampled with n=60 (baseline) and impact 
of various interventions on re-call risk 











Take home messages

• While “risk-based food safety decision making” has so far focused on public 
heath risks, it is time to better assess and quantify food safety enterprise risks 

• May challenge the old approach of “Food safety is non competitive”
• The tools are here - from back of the envelope to increasingly sophisticated 

risk models
• Need to invest into the appropriate modelling tools  

• As food safety professionals, we need to do a better job to communicate food 
safety associated enterprise risks internally (e.g., to the company leadership)

• We also need to train students to better understand risk and risk-based 
decision making 
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